Device Tracker

Track and recover devices anywhere within or beyond the four walls

Your mobile devices are crucial for your business success. When they go missing, you risk productivity loss, decreased efficiency, unnecessary labor and ineffective customer service. Ultimately, your devices are only as valuable as their availability.

That’s where Zebra Device Tracker comes in. Device Tracker makes it easy to keep track of all your Zebra mobile computers, printers, tablets and wearables, so that your teams are always ready to go when they are needed.

Zebra Device Tracker is easy to deploy and can scale to virtually any size fleet. Your team has everything they need to track, monitor and flag devices using predefined automated workflows. What if your misplaced device is powered down? No problem. By purchasing Zebra Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE) batteries, you expand Device Tracker’s capability to locate devices after they power off due to low charge.

Recovery shouldn’t be confined to the walls of your facility. With Map-Based Locationing, precisely geolocate and view every connected WLAN or WAN Zebra device with Device Tracker on Google Maps. A proximity indicator on another device will guide you to the lost device, and you can also trigger an alarm on the missing device to assist in recovery.

Protect against loss by setting thresholds that automatically flag devices at risk of loss. Single sign-on enables transparent accountability and security during check-out and check-in. Gain unparalleled fleet visibility with a dashboard that provides the exact location and status of your entire fleet. With customizable status and incident reports, you can understand and quantify the impact device loss has on your business.

Take complete ownership of your devices and empower your workforce with Zebra Device Tracker.

Benefits

Eliminate lost or misplaced Zebra Android™ mobile devices to:

- Maximize device availability and value
- Maximize workforce productivity
- Maximize Return on Investment (ROI)
Features

**No-Hassle, Cloud-Based Deployment**
Easy to download via your EMM or Zebra StageNow.

**Scale for Any Size Deployment**
Device Tracker supports over 5,000 sites and 100,000 devices.

**Portal and Dashboard Information**
View precise device locations and customizable reports at your fingertips.

**Check-Out/In Accountability**
Identify device users with simple barcode or single sign-on (SSO) compatibility.

**Map-Based Locationing**
With the click of a button, precisely geolocate and view your devices on Google Maps.

**Intuitive User Interface**
A simple proximity indicator lets you know how close the device is and guides you there.

**Workflow Automation**
Set thresholds for when devices are at risk and flag them to be recovered.
Manager Screens

**Manager Site Dashboard—Overview:**
Provides site managers with a status overview of all devices at their site.

**Manager Site Dashboard—Device Details:**
Allows managers to quickly and easily view the details of connected devices in a specific location.

**Device Check-Out:**
When users are mandated to scan their employee badge to access a device, managers have visibility into which associate has which device, resulting in more accountability.

**Find Device Work Orders:**
Displays all devices at a site that need to be recovered.

**Proximity Indicator/Geiger-Counter:**
Indicates whether users are moving closer to or farther from a lost device; enables activation of the “Play Sound” function.
Administrator Screens:
Administrators can view Device Tracker on a mobile device or a desktop computer. The ability to view information on a mobile device allows Administrators to monitor information anywhere and anytime. For example, the screen on the left presents all sites, and allows Administrators to drill down into any site for details. The intuitive interface allows even inexperienced Administrators to easily create users. And activating features, such as device check-out/check-in, just takes one click. And an easy-to-use dashboard provides the up-to-date status of all devices at a glance.

Eliminate the high cost of lost and misplaced Zebra Android mobile devices in your organization with Zebra Device Tracker.
For more information, visit www.zebra.com/devicetracker